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A new method for measuring the time-dependent drive flux at the hohlraum center is proposed as a better
alternative to conventional wall-based techniques. The drive flux here is obtained by simultaneous
measurement of the reemitted flux and shock velocity from a three-layered “cakelike” sample. With these
two independent observables, the influence induced by the uncertainty of the material parameters of the
sample can be effectively decreased. The influence from the closure of the laser entrance hole, which was
the main challenge in conventional wall-based techniques, was avoided through localized reemitted flux
measurement, facilitating drive flux measurement throughout the entire time history. These studies pave a
new way for probing the time-dependent drive flux, for both cylindrical hohlraums and novel hohlraums
with six laser entrance holes.
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Hohlraums are often adopted for the conversion of high-
power laser energy to x-ray radiations, and hohlraum
radiation source has broad applications in high-energy-
density investigations, such as indirect drive inertial con-
finement fusion [1,2], opacity parameters [3], radiation
transport [4], astrophysics [5], etc. In recent years, great
progress has been made using optimized hohlraums, such
as near-vacuum hohlraum [6] and depleted uranium hohl-
raum [7–10], where both the intensity and uniformity of the
drive flux on the capsule are improved. However, the time-
dependent drive flux on the capsule throughout the entire
time history remains unmeasured in integrated implosion
experiments, which is still regarded as the largest source of
uncertainty in numerical simulations [11]. Conventionally,
the drive flux on the capsule was determined by comparing
the time-dependent radiation flux from the hohlraum wall
via laser entrance holes (LEHs) [12–14]. However, the
wall-based techniques proved to be affected by the LEH
closure, as revealed in the ViewFactor experiment [15]. In
integrated implosion experiments approaching burning
plasma at the National Ignition Facility, models bench-
marked with wall-based techniques were found to over-
predict the drive flux by up to ∼15%, which was known as
“drive deficit” [16].
With the underlying physical reason for the drive deficit

remaining ambiguous, the x-ray drive on the capsule was

then treated as an adjustable parameter to be modified as
necessary to reproduce the implosion observables in
capsule-only simulations [17]. The ultimately “tuned” drive
flux, which was consistent with the shock velocity and
shock merger time [18], as well as the implosion trajectory
and hot spot x-ray self-emission shape data, was regarded
as the “effective radiation drive.” Although it should not be
interpreted as an accurate representation of the drive flux on
the capsule, it can best reproduce the implosion character-
istics measured in experiments. However, given the impor-
tance of the drive flux, it is important and worthwhile to
develop better diagnostic of the time-dependent radiation
drive throughout the entire time history, which is essential
for the improvement of the physical model and the
predictive capability of the simulations.
In this Letter, we present a novel method to assess the

time-dependent drive flux by simultaneously measuring the
shock velocity and the localized reemitted flux from the
same sample at the hohlraum center. Here, the shock
velocity in well-characterized opaque samples can provide
direct evidence of the peak drive flux [19,20]. Meanwhile,
the time-dependent reemitted flux from the same sample,
which is obtained via a localized radiation flux measure-
ment technique [21,22], serves as another crucial constraint
throughout the entire time history. Note that the conven-
tional wall-based techniques were easily affected by the
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ambiguous assessment of the LEH closure; however, in our
work, the influence from the LEH closure can be avoided.
The time-dependent drive flux is then determined with the
support of radiation hydrodynamic (RH) simulations.
Notably, these two independent observables can also
provide a validation cross-check for the opacity and
equation-of-state parameters of the sample, as both the
observables can be reproduced only with a unique and
correct set of parameters. In this context, with the two
observables, the influence induced by the uncertainty of the
sample parameters can be effectively decreased in com-
parison with only one observable. Moreover, for the
technique presented here, a standard sample with well-
known opacity and equation-of-state parameters is not
essential, as other samples can also be employed.
The experiment described herein demonstrates, for the

first time, measurement of the time-dependent drive flux by
simultaneously measuring the shock velocity and the
reemitted flux. Schematic illustration of the experiment
with Shenguang hohlraums [23] is presented in Fig. 1. A
cylindrical gold (Au) hohlraum with a diameter of 2.4 mm
and a length of 4.3 mm was adopted. The three-layered
sample was placed at the hohlraum center with a keyhole,
which is a gold reentrant conical tube entering through the
hohlraum wall providing optical access to the propagating
shocks. Generally, a sample with a continuously varying
thickness can provide a shock velocity trace for the drive
source scaling [19]. However, to determine the sample
thickness more precisely, a sample with a discretely varying
thickness was employed. Each layer was cylindrical and
made of aluminum, composed of a “cakelike” sample. To
prevent the preheating induced by the M-band flux, a base
composed of Au was added at the bottom of the three-
layered sample, while another aluminum base was added as
the ablation layer. The diameters of the aluminum base and
Au base were approximately 1200 μm, with thicknesses of
14.4 and 4.4 μm, respectively. The diameters of the three

aluminum layers were 1200, 700, and 400 μm, with
thicknesses of 50.1, 19.9, and 19.7 μm, respectively. The
thickness was chosen so that the change of the shock
velocity in layer 2 and layer 3 was relatively slow.
A diagnostic hole was located at the waist of the

hohlraum and in front of the sample, with a diameter of
1000 μm, and it was used for the measurement of the
reemitted flux. To suppress the movement of the Au
bubble, the hohlraum was filled with neopentane
(C5H12) gas at a density of approximately 0.9 mg=cc.
Thirty-two laser beams were arranged to irradiate the inside
of the hohlraum in two rings, with an incident angle of
49.5° or 55° relative to the hohlraum axis. A square laser
pulse was used, the length of the flat-topped pulse was 1 ns,
with a wavelength of 0.351 μm, and the total laser energy
was approximately 26.7 kJ.
The reemitted flux from the sample was obtained by a

space-resolving flux detector (SRFD) [24], which directed
toward the planar surface of the sample through the
diagnostic hole. The temporal resolution of the SRFD
system is approximately 120 ps, while the x-ray energy
range covered by the system is 0.1–4 keV. Here, the
diameter of the view field for the SRFD system at the
hohlraum center was only approximately 400 μm, which
was small enough to avoid the influence of the closure of
the diagnostic hole (with a diameter of 1000 μm) on the
localized reemitted flux measurement. Furthermore,
the influence of radiation flux from the filling plasma
along the line of sight was negligible. Meanwhile, the
shock wave image was measured from the opposite side of
the sample with a streaked optical pyrometer (SOP). For
comparison, three flat-response x-ray diode (FXRD) detec-
tors [25] were employed to measure the radiation flux
escaping from the LEHs, which were located at up 16°, up
42°, and down 42° relative to the hohlraum axis, respec-
tively, and the view fields are presented in Fig. 1(c).
The results measured by the SRFD system are presented

in Fig. 2. The location of the view field can be determined
using the image obtained by the CCD camera in the SRFD
system, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). One can see that the
offset between the center of the view field and the sample is
approximately 22.4 μm. Given that the diameter of the
sample is approximately 1200 μm, the offset is small
enough to be neglected. Furthermore, RH simulations
revealed that the difference in radiation flux was less than
0.5% due to this offset. The time-dependent radiation
temperature (Tr), which represents the radiation flux
measured by the SRFD system, is depicted in Fig. 2(d).
This is the first time that the localized reemitted flux from
the sample at the hohlraum center is obtained. For sim-
plicity, the radiation flux is represented by the correspond-
ing radiation temperature in the following. The radiation
flux rose quickly during the first 1.0 ns when the laser
beams were turned on, and the increase is attributed to the
reemitted flux from the sample placed at the hohlraum

FIG. 1. (a) Sketch of the experimental configuration for
simultaneous measurement of the shock velocity and reemitted
flux from the same sample at the hohlraum center. (b) The SOP
and SRFD systems are located at opposite sides of the sample,
with a relative angle of 180°. (c) View fields of the three FXRD
detectors.
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center. The flux dropped quickly after the lasers were
turned off at 1.0 ns. However, the flux shows an abnormal
hump at 3–5 ns. This hump is associated with the emission
from the colliding high-Z blowoff plasma from the hohl-
raum wall at the hohlraum center. Its typical characteristic
is that it persists for a long time and fades away slowly.
The shock wave image obtained by the SOP system is

illustrated in Fig. 2(c), in which three steps generated by the
shock wave can be clearly seen. One can see that these
shock steps are symmetric, thereby indicating that the drive
flux at the hohlraum center was symmetric with respect to
the sample axis. The shock velocity within layer 2 was
approximately 30.8� 0.9 km/s, and within layer 3 it was
approximately 28.5� 0.8 km/s. After penetrating the Au
base, the shock velocity decreased rapidly during the
transmission within the aluminum layers, and the mean
speed decreased by 2.3 km=s between layer 2 and layer 3.
RH simulations performed with the LARED-integration

code [26,27] provide an overview of the plasma conditions
inside the hohlraum. To reproduce the measured reemitted
flux and shock velocity simultaneously, detailed adjust-
ments were made to the flux limiter in the flux-limited
model, while the opacity multiplier and equation-of-state
parameters were carefully selected. Notably, with conven-
tional wall-based techniques, RH simulation results were
adjusted to be consistent with the measured fluxes from the
hohlraum wall, and then the drive flux on the capsule
was deduced. However, in our work, the first priority
for the simulation adjustments was that the measured
shock velocity and reemitted flux need to be satisfied

simultaneously. We then compared the difference between
the measured and simulated fluxes from the hohlraum wall.
With all of the observations satisfied with the simulations,
the drive flux at the hohlraum center was determined.
Figure 3 illustrates the spatial distributions of the nor-

malized electron density ne, the deposited laser energy WL,
the x-ray emissivity Wer, and the radiation temperature Tr
inside the hohlraum at t ¼ 1.0 ns. Here, ne ¼ Ne=Nc, and
Ne is the electron density while Nc is the critical electron
density for the laser with a wavelength of 0.351 μm. The
laser energy is mainly deposited at the critical surface; after
the laser is shut down, the electron temperature begins to
decrease together with the x-ray emissivity (with an energy
range of 0.1–4 keV). At 1.0 ns, the gold bubble moves
toward the hohlraum axis with an approximate velocity of
400 μm=ns, but it does not reach the hohlraum axis. This
indicates that the reemitted flux from the sample surface is
the dominant component in the signal measured by the
SRFD system during the laser injection.
The time-dependent drive flux on the sample was

obtained using LARED-integration simulations, as illus-
trated in Fig. 4(a). Although the sample was not accounted
for in the simulations, the influence of the reentrant conical
tube and diagnostic hole on the drive flux was evaluated
and corrected in detail, and it was revealed that the drive
flux decreased by approximately 5 eV in peak value [28].
Then, one-dimensional RH simulations using RDMG [33]
were performed to calculate the resulting reemitted flux and
shock velocity. It was found that the simulated reemitted
flux was consistent with the measured flux, as presented in
Fig. 4(a). The slight discrepancy at the beginning is mainly
due to the backscatter. Notably, the drive flux Fd can be
related to the reemitted flux Fre through the albedo of the
sample (αsample):

Fre ¼ αsampleFd: ð1Þ

Given Fre ¼ σTre
4 and Fd ¼ σTd

4, where σ is the
Stefan-Boltzmann constant, the time evolution of αsample
can be obtained by

FIG. 2. (a) Schematic of the SRFD system. (b) Location of the
view field for the SRFD system, where the white dash-dotted
circle indicates the contour corresponding to the diagnostic hole,
and the red dashed circle (with a diameter of 4 mm) indicates the
contour corresponding to the view field (with a diameter of
400 μm). (c) Shock wave image from the sample obtained by the
SOP system. (d) The localized radiation flux measured by the
SRFD system.

FIG. 3. Simulated spatial distributions of the normalized
electron density ne, the deposited laser energy WL, the x-ray
emissivity Wer, and the radiation temperature Tr inside the
hohlraum at t ¼ 1.0 ns.
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αsampleðtÞ ¼
�
TreðtÞ
TdðtÞ

�
4

; ð2Þ

where TdðtÞ represents the temperature for the drive flux
incident on the sample and TreðtÞ represents the temper-
ature for the reemitted flux from the sample, respectively.
As presented by the solid purple line in Fig. 4(a), it was
found that αsample increases rapidly with the laser injection,
and it reached approximately 0.46 at 1.0 ns.
Note that, with only the measured reemitted flux Fre, the

drive flux Fd can be obtained with Eq. (1). However, this
method is complicated by the fact that the albedo αsample is
also sensitive to the drive flux Fd. One solution for this
complication is forward fitting. With a preset drive flux, the
albedo can be deduced and the reemitted flux can be
calculated. By adjusting the preset drive flux and compar-
ing the calculated reemitted flux with the measured data,
the drive flux can be finally determined.
In our work, however, we utilized another solution,

which untangles the interdependence between the drive
flux and albedo with the help of shock velocity. The shock
velocity is also related to the drive flux as well as the
opacity and equation-of-state parameters of the sample, and
it serves as another important constraint. A comparison
between the simulated and measured shock velocities is
illustrated in Fig. 4(b). Simulations showed that the shock
velocities were approximately 31.1 and 28.9 km=s in layer
2 and layer 3, respectively. These values are in good
agreement with the measured data.
With simultaneous measurement of the reemitted flux

and shock velocity from the same sample, the opacity and
equation-of-state parameters of the sample material could
be cross-checked, and the drive flux could be exclusively
determined. Here, a simplified analysis is conducted for a
stationary ablation process on a planar sample. With the
drive source Td constant in time, the albedo α can be
expressed as 1 − α ¼ C1Ē=tT4

d, with wall loss per unit area
Ē ¼ C2ϵ ×mF. Here, ϵ is the internal energy and mF is the

Marshak front areal density mF ¼ C3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T4
dt=κϵ

q
, with κ as

opacity [34]. C1, C2, and C3 are constant coefficients.
Therefore, the reemitted flux Fre can be related to the
opacity as

Fre ¼ α · σT4
d ¼

�
1 − C1C2C3

ffiffiffiffi
ϵ

κt

r
1

Td
2

�
· σT4

d: ð3Þ

Meanwhile, for the stationary x-ray drive ablation process,
the relation between the radiation temperature Td and the
shock speed Us can be obtained through the ablation
pressure P ¼ D1ð1 − αÞT4

d=Up ¼ D2ρU2
s , where Up is

the ablated particle speed which is of the order of sound
speed Up ¼ D3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Z0Td=A

p
, with Z0 as the average degree

of ionization, ρ as the density, and A as the mass number,
and D1, D2, and D3 are the constant coefficients. Hence,
the shock speed is related with the opacity as

Us ¼ Cshρ
−1=2

�
ϵA
κtZ0

�
1=4

T3=4
d ; ð4Þ

where Csh ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D1C1C2C3=D2D3

p
. With Fre ∼ −κ−0.5 and

Us ∼ κ−0.25, only the uniquely correct opacity and drive
flux can reproduce the experimental observations simulta-
neously. Therefore, good agreements between experiment
and simulation indicate that the drive flux was accurately
determined with our technique, which is a significant
advantage over the forward-fitting method, which merely
relies on the measured reemitted flux [28]. Meanwhile, it
should also be noted that this technique can be applied for
the detailed investigation of the opacity and equation-of-
state parameters, which are important for reliable modeling
and understanding many phenomena in high-energy-den-
sity physics.
Moreover, the radiation fluxes for the FXRD detectors

were also obtained by the postprocess of the RH simu-
lations. Comparison between the measured and simulated

FIG. 4. (a) Comparison of the measured and calculated radiation flux from the sample together with the simulated drive flux at the
hohlraum center. The time-varying albedo of the sample (αsample) is presented as the purple solid line. (b) Comparison of the measured
and calculated shock velocities within layer 2 and layer 3. (c) Simulated drive flux at the hohlraum center together with measured and
simulated fluxes from the FXRD detectors are plotted for comparison.
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radiation fluxes is illustrated in Fig. 4(c). One can see that
RH simulations could also reproduce the experimental data
for all three viewing angles.
In Fig. 4(c), the drive flux is compared with the radiation

fluxes measured by the FXRD detectors from the hohlraum
wall. One can see that the drive flux is quite distinguished
from the other three, in terms of both absolute intensity
and temporal behavior. The peak drive flux was found to
decrease by 12.0 eV compared to the FXRD detector
at up 16° and by 17.1 eV for the FXRD detector at up 42°,
corresponding to 7.6% and 11.2% in relative value,
respectively. Note that the experimental error was only
5–6 eV [25], indicating that this difference was not due to
experimental error. The measured flux through the LEH at a
specific angle was usually assumed as a representative of
the capsule drive [35,36]. However, the evident difference
revealed by our work indicates that better techniques are
needed for the detailed evaluation of the drive flux. In order
to elucidate the difference between the drive flux and
measured FXRD fluxes more clearly, a set of implosion
simulations were performed with RDMG with a typical
implosion capsule design [28]. Quantitative analysis
revealed that the maximum implosion velocity can be
distinguished by approximately 40 km=s, indicating that
the capsule implosion is extremely sensitive to the hohl-
raum drive and it is of crucial importance for the detailed
evaluation of the drive flux on the capsule.
It is worth noting that this technique can be applied for

probing the drive flux throughout the entire time history.
One hypothesis regarding the drive deficit suggests that the
rate of rise of the x-ray drive in the main pulse is slower
than simulations [16]. The shock timing technique is able to
probe the drive flux at the early time of the drive history, but
it suffers from the “blanking” effect due to the high shock
speed (high pressure) of the main pulse [37]. However, with
our technique, the reemitted flux from the sample can be
obtained both at the early time and in the main pulse. As for
the SOP measurement, it captures only the self-emission of
the sample and there is no blanking effect due to the high
shock speed. In this context, this technique is promising for
the detailed investigation of the underlying physical reason
for the drive deficit, especially during the main pulse.
Meanwhile, it is interesting to note that the localized
reemitted flux measurement can also be applied in the
integrated implosion experiment with a standard hohlraum
and a fusion capsule, where the localized reemitted flux
from the capsule can provide key information of the drive
flux throughout the entire time history; moreover, it is a
noninvasive measurement, as the reemitted flux from the
capsule can be obtained through the LEH of the hohlraum.
Furthermore, the simultaneous measurement of the

localized reemitted flux and shock velocity can also be
applied for the evaluation of the drive flux in novel six-LEH
hohlraums, such as octahedral spherical hohlraums [27]
and three-axis cylindrical hohlraums [38], for which the

radiation fluxes escaping from different LEHs cannot be
distinguished experimentally using a soft x-ray spectro-
meter or FXRD detector. Therefore, traditional methods
cannot provide a good constraint for the RH simulation
codes, and novel methods are urgently needed for the
evaluation of the drive flux.
In summary, we performed a pioneering work wherein

we directly probed the drive flux at the hohlraum center by
simultaneously measuring the reemitted flux and shock
velocity from the same sample. The obtained time-
dependent drive flux could reproduce the shock velocity
and the reemitted flux simultaneously. A significant
decrease (7.6%–11.2%) in the peak radiation temperature
of the drive flux was found as compared to the measured
fluxes from the hohlraum wall. These studies pave a new
way for probing the drive flux throughout the entire time
history. Further investigations will be focused on applica-
tion of this technique in other novel hohlraums.
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